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) Still to come!• New font style • Revamped menu and background Thats All I have for now.. For you, you may like that I'm
sure that's not always the case, and I really don't want to sound like I am only picking out the extremes of the two games, I'm
just trying to clarify.

To futher explain the 'gameplay lacking' thing What I meant was, newer people play source, easily enough defined as a 'noob'
game, to some extent ( I acknowledge that there are very good source players, and I have friends that play source that I would
not call them 'noobs').
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To rationalize, I'd say there is a greater amount of GOOD players on 1 6, whereas with source, the majority is newer players..
Gameplay for me is going to be different for me than it will be for you I like competitive scenarios, where I don't feel like I
could roll everyone on the opposing team every round.. Some of the early hitbox and network code issues have long been
resolved for the source engine and aside from the differening recoils between to the two games, it's practically the same game..
If you missed my first attempt, see Whats new in this version? • All new hi-res weapons • New sounds for all events, including
radio • **New re-textures versions of my favourite maps, Office and Dust 1/2 Whats unchanged? • Player models • C4 (there
isnt a good model around for that, trust me.. But to say the game mechanics are completely changed is rediculous and assanine.

counter strike source mw2 weapon pack

So watch this space No, I mean the true counter strike players play 1 6 You said it yourself, Source is more welcoming, that's
because it's easier, and it lacks in the areas of stratagey, teamwork, and self worth (all of this is imo.
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Counter strike custom weapon pack game play and download link! COUNTER STRIKE SOURCE CUSTOM.. Now for you
guys, you'd disagree because like I said, the majority of CS players here are Source dedicated.. 21 rows  Weapon Skin Mods for
Counter-Strike: Source (CS:S) Screenshots to follow.. Well folks, its that time of the year again Im currently working on a
totally new weapon pack for CS:S.. Either that or he doesn't have a good enough pc, or doesn't want to pay another $20 or
whatever it is for the same game with prettier graphics (for that I don't blame them).. The CS 1 6 vs CSS arguments here are
rediculous The population of people who play Source now is much larger than the population of people that play 1.. 6 According
to Xfire is about 4:1 atm So of course there are going to be more noobs in the game with more people.. I guess forget I said
anything about a Mod pack for 1 6, I wouldn't waste my time on making one for either game, and I guess the person(s) that are
willing to spend that time are fully in command when it comes to which game they wish to 'enhance' for others.. 6 player doesn't
want to adapt to source doesn't make him pro, it just makes him stubborn.. ) Source is a game, to me, that is based on graphics,
rather than actual gameplay. e10c415e6f 
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